The inaugural

PRINCETON DAY OF OPTIMIZATION

Welcome!
PRINCETON DAY OF OPTIMIZATION

• To be held once every two years at Princeton University
• PDO will have a different theme every time, but will always primarily focus on foundations of mathematical optimization

Theme of the inaugural event:
Speakers

Morning:

Dimitris Bertsimas  
Munther Dahleh  
Elad Hazan  

Afternoon:

Pablo Parrilo  
Ben Recht  
Katya Scheinberg  

[Images of speakers]
Participants

400+ registered from 50+ academic and industrial institutions
Posters

~60 posters will be presented, 11:45-2pm, Frick Building

Best poster prizes given at 4:45pm (after Katya’s talk)

Categories: opt-theory, opt-algs, opt-apps, opt-ml, opt-ctrl
From talks to posters/lunch and back

We leave from here to Frick at 11:45am.

Please be back here at 1:55pm for Pablo’s talk.
Need help?

Our student volunteers have got your back!
PDO sponsors

Special thanks to:
- Rene Carmona
- Ronnie Sircar
- Peter Ramadge
- Emily Carter
- Antoine Khan
- Howard Stone
- Oktay Gunluk
- Kishan Baheti
People who have made this event possible

Tabitha Mischler
Michael Bino

ORFE Chair and Staff

Georgina and Rene (initial brainstorming)

CSML Director and Staff

Poster judges

Student volunteers
Have a great PDO!
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